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1. Introduction 

AGL Energy Limited (AGL) is developing the Newcastle Gas Storage Facility 

Project in Tomago and Hexham, New South Wales. The Project is required to 

meet AGL’s peak gas market requirements over winter and to provide additional 

security of gas supply during supply disruption events.  

1.1. Purpose and Scope 

This Flora and Fauna Management Sub Plan (FFMP) forms part of the 

Construction Environmental Management Plan to construct and install the Main 

Power Supply (MPS) for the AGL Newcastle Gas Storage Facility (NGSF). The 

location of the MPS works is shown on Figure 1. 

Activities involved in construction of the main power supply will include: 

Transmission Line 

• Two new concrete 33kV power poles within the existing Ausgrid easement.  

Each power pole will be approximately 650 mm diameter at ground level 

and will extend approximately 14 metres above ground level. 

• Replace existing timber pole (JS50181) with a new concrete pole.  The 

new pole will have a diameter of approximately 600 mm at ground level 

and will extend approximately 11 metres above ground level.  One new 

stay wire will be located on the new pole and will be located entirely within 

the existing Ausgrid easement. 

• Two sets of four underground cables (three 33 kV underground cables and 

one earth cable) between the new poles and the switching station.  The 

cables will be located wholly within existing Ausgrid easements.  For the 

majority of their length, each set of four cables will be located within 

conduits in a trench.  Each of the 33 kV cables will be located within a 150 

mm diameter conduit, while the earth cable will be located within a 100 

mm diameter conduit. The conduits will have a length of approximately 

400 metres and will be backfilled with fluidized thermal backfill and 

compacted backfill.  Between the end of the conduits and each of the 

poles (up to approximately 20 metres), the cables will be direct buried (no 

fluidised backfill).  Approximately 8 metres of each of the cables will then 

extend up the 33kV power poles to connect with the overhead lines. 
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• Remove the three existing aboveground power lines that run between the 

new concrete 33kV power poles. This will only be done once construction 

works are complete and the switching station is energized.  

Switching Station 

• A switching station building on the northern side of the pre-formed earth 

pad within the NGSF site.  The switching station will have high voltage 

switchgear equipment installed with contained sulphur hexafluoride (SF6) 

gas used for electrical insulation.  

• An auxiliary transformer adjacent to the switching station.  The auxiliary 

transformer is a standalone unit and will contain transformer mineral oil 

with an internal bund to hold this oil in case of a leak. 

• A gravel access track to provide Ausgrid independent access to the 

switching station without having to enter the NGSF site. 

• A concrete hardstand area for vehicular access to the switching station. 

• Surrounding gravel areas. These areas will have a buried impervious 

membrane between the gravel and the soil. The purpose of the membrane 

is to ensure that stormwater from the area housing the buildings and 

transformers does not infiltrate into the underlying groundwater. 

• Stormwater piping that will direct the stormwater to the stormwater 

treatment system for the main NGSF site. 

Substation 

• A substation building on the southern side of the pre-formed earth pad 

within the NGSF site.   

• Two main transformers south of the substation. The main transformers 

are separated and each will contain transformer mineral oil with an 

external bund to hold this oil in case of a leak. 

• A concrete access road to provide AGL access to the substation. 

• Surrounding gravel areas. These areas will have a buried impervious 

membrane between the gravel and the soil. The purpose of the membrane 

is to ensure that stormwater from the area housing the buildings and 

transformers does not infiltrate into the underlying groundwater. 

• Stormwater piping that will direct the stormwater to the stormwater 

treatment system for the main NGSF site. 
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It is noteworthy that all works are to be constructed either within the main NGSF 

site boundary (which has already been cleared) or within the Ausgrid easement 

on Hunter Water land (also cleared).  The land adjacent to the Ausgrid easement 

and northern boundary of the main NGSF site is not cleared and is covered with 

Coastal Sand Apple – Blackbutt Forest and Coastal Sand Apple – Blackbutt Forest 

(Mesic Variant) (Kleinfelder/ecobiological letter report to AGL dated 13 November 

2012).   

The measures outlined in this CEMP are consistent with the approach being taken 

on the primary NGSF project area.  The purpose of this FFMP is to describe how 

PowerServe Pty. Ltd. proposes to manage and control risks to flora and fauna 

during construction of the Main Power Supply for the Newcastle Gas Storage 

Facility. 

This Plan has been prepared to address the requirements of the Minister’s 

Conditions of Approval (CoA), the AGL Statement of Commitments (SoC), the 

safeguards listed in the Environmental Assessment (EA) and Preferred Project 

and Response to Submissions Report (PPR), and all applicable legislation. 

The review and document control processes for this Plan are described in the 

body of the CEMP. 

1.2. Background 

There is no clearing of land required as part of the MPS scope of work.  All works 

will be undertaken within the existing NGSF site (cleared) or within AusGrid 

easements on Hunter Water Corporation land (cleared).  The Hunter Water 

Corporation land that the Ausgrid easements traverse is vegetated with Coastal 

Sand Apple – Blackbutt Forest and Coastal Sand Apple – Blackbutt Forest (Mesic 

Variant). 

It is noted that the Environmental Assessment (EA) for the NGSF found nine 

threatened fauna species under the Threatened Species Conservation Act 1995 or 

Environment Protection and Biodiversity Conservation Act 1999 within the main 

gas plant site and transmission pipeline routings.  So, although the work 

associated with the MPS involves no clearing of vegetation, it will be in the 

vicinity of other sensitive vegetation communities that support a variety of flora 

and fauna species. 

Mapping undertaken as part of the EA indicates that the vegetation to the west 

and east of the Ausgrid easement is supplementary koala habitat (Figures 11 and 

12, Appendix 7 of EA).  There is an active Koala conservation group within the 

Port Stephens local government area, and specific requirements stipulated by 

Port Stephens Council for the protection of the Koala population. 
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1.3. Objectives 

The key objective of the FFMP is to ensure that impacts to flora and fauna are 

minimised.  Specifically: 

Flora 

• To avoid areas of remnant vegetation where practicable outside of the 

development footprint;  and, 

• To minimise disturbance to native vegetation (including grasses and 

herbs). 

Fauna 

• To minimise adverse impacts on fauna; 

• To ensure habitat disturbance is avoided outside of the development 

footprint; and 

• To adequately protect fauna from physical harm. 

Targets 

• Zero injury to mobile vertebrate fauna such as mammals and birds;  

• Zero disturbance to adjoining flora and vegetation communities outside 

the proposed development footprint; and 

• Zero complaints from the community relating to native vegetation 

disturbance. 

1.4. Relevant Legislative Requirements and Guidelines 

1.4.1 Legislation 

Legislation relevant to this Flora and Fauna Management Sub Plan are presented 

in Table 1-1. 
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Table 1-1  Legislative and Regulatory Requirements 

Legislation / Policy Relevance 

Environment 

Protection and 

Biodiversity 

Conservation Act 

1999 

(Commonwealth)  

The Environment Protection and Biodiversity Conservation Act 1999 (EPBC 

Act) sets out the requirements for the approval of the Commonwealth 

Minister for Sustainability, Environment, Water, Population and Communities 

for actions that may have a significant impact on matters of National 

Environmental Significance (NES).  Matters of NES include wetlands of 

national importance; Commonwealth listed threatened species, threatened 

ecological communities and migratory species. Detailed assessments of the 

significance of impacts to threatened species are contained in the EA. 

The EPBC Act requires compliance with the conditions of the approval 

granted for the Project under EPBC Act. 

NSW Environmental 

Planning and 

Assessment Act 1979 

The Environmental Planning and Assessment Act 1979 (EP&A Act) and 

Regulation include provisions to ensure that proposals which have the 

potential to impact the environment are subject to detailed assessment, and 

provide opportunity for public involvement. 

Section 5A of the EP&A Act provides specific provisions for determining 

whether an activity will have a significant impact on threatened species, 

populations or ecological communities, or their habitats. Detailed 

assessments of the significance of impacts to threatened species are 

contained in the EA. 

The EP&A Act requires compliance with the conditions of the project approval 

granted for the Project under Part 3A of the EP&A Act. 

NSW Threatened 

Species Conservation 

Act 1995 

The objectives of the Threatened Species Conservation Act 1995 (TSC Act) 

are to prevent the extinction and promote the recovery of threatened 

species, populations, ecological communities and critical habitat in NSW. The 

schedules of the TSC Act provide lists of species, populations and ecological 

communities that are endangered, vulnerable or extinct. Actions that may 

impact on the threatened species, populations and ecological communities 

must be properly assessed. 

SEPP 44 Koala 

Habitat Protection 

SEPP 44 encourages the proper conservation and management of areas of 

natural vegetation that provide habitat for koalas to ensure a permanent 

free-living population over their present range and reverse the current trend 

of koala population decline. 

The aim of this SEPP is to, as far as possible, preserve Koala habitat in the 

state of NSW.  The forested area to the east and west of the AusGrid 

easement is supplementary Koala habitat containing suitable feed tree 

species for the Koala. As such, this SEPP must be considered.  

Port Stephens 

Comprehensive Koala 

Plan of Management 

(CKPoM 2002) 

The Port Stephens Comprehensive Koala Plan of Management (CKPoM) 

applies to all development applications on land within the Port Stephens LGA. 

It aims to ensure the long-term sustainability of any local Koala populations. 

Within the Port Stephens Local Government Area (LGA), fulfilment of 

requirements of the Port Stephens Comprehensive Koala Plan of 

Management (CKPoM) satisfies the requirements of SEPP 44 as it applies to 

all development applications on land within the Port Stephens LGA. 
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1.4.2 Guidelines 

The main guidelines, specifications and policy documents relevant to this Plan 

include: 

• AGL Life Guard Standard 19 – Environmental Aspects and Impacts 

• AGL Life Guard Compliance Guide 71 – Ecosystem Protection 

1.4.3  Licences and Permits 

The project has been approved under Part 3A of the EP&A Act.  Section 75U of 

this Act removes the requirement for PowerServe Pty. Ltd to obtain certain 

environmental licences and permits.  Section 75U does not however provide an 

exemption for obtaining an Environment Protection Licence (EPL) under the POEO 

Act.  

An EPL has been granted to CB&I, the EPC contractor for the main NGSF facility, 

for “Scheduled Development Work” relating to the Scheduled Activities 

“Petroleum and Fuel Production” and "Chemical Storage (petroleum products 

storage)" which will be carried out at the facility during construction under EPL 

license number EPL 20130.  Part of the works to be undertaken by PowerServe 

Pty. Ltd occur within the licensed premises boundary and so PowerServe Pty. Ltd 

will need to work with CB&I to establish protocols to ensure that works conducted 

by PowerServe Pty. Ltd comply with EPL conditions and that relevant information 

is shared.  The EPL conditions re-state requirements already imposed on the 

project via the CoA and SOC but also include additional Annual Return reporting 

requirements for CB&I which will potentially require information from PowerServe 

Pty. Ltd .  

1.5. Minister’s Conditions of Approval and Statement of 

Commitments 

The CoAs that are relevant to this Flora and Fauna Management Plan are listed in 

Table 1-2 below. 

Table 1-2  Conditions of Approval 

CoA Condition  Sub Plan 

Reference 

A7 With the approval of the Director-General, the Proponent may submit 

any strategy, plan or programme required by this approval on a 

progressive basis for discrete work packages or stages. 

This Plan 

A14 The Proponent shall implement all reasonable and feasible measures to 

prevent and/or minimise any material harm to the environment that 

Tables B-1 

to B-8, 
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CoA Condition  Sub Plan 

Reference 

may result from the construction, operation or rehabilitation of the 

project. 

Appendix B 

A15 The Proponent shall notify the Director-General and any other relevant 

agencies of any incident associated with the project as soon as 

practicable after the Proponent becomes aware of the incident. Within 

seven days of becoming aware of the incident, the Proponent shall 

provide the Director-General and any relevant agencies with a detailed 

report on the incident. 

Section 6 

Section 5.4 

of the CEMP 

B57 As part of the Construction Environmental Management Plan required 

under condition B56 of this approval, the Proponent shall prepare and 

implement the following: 

 

B57 (a) a Flora and Fauna Management Plan, prepared in consultation with the 

relevant Council and with reference to the OEH requirements, to outline 

measures to protect and minimise loss of native vegetation and native 

fauna habitat as a result of construction of the project. The Plan shall 

include, but not necessarily be limited to: 

This Plan 

B57a (i) plans showing terrestrial vegetation communities; important flora and 

fauna habitat areas; locations where EECs, native grasses are to be 

cleared. The plans shall also identify vegetation adjoining the site where 

this contains important habitat areas and/or threatened species, 

populations or ecological communities; 

Figure 2, 

Appendix A 

 

B57a (ii) methods to manage impacts on flora and fauna species and their habitat 

which may be directly or indirectly affected by the project, such as 

location of fencing, procedures for vegetation clearing or soil 

removal/stockpiling and procedures for re-locating hollows or installing 

nesting boxes and managing weeds; 

Section 4 

Tables B-1 

to B-8, 

Appendix B 

B57a (iii) procedures to accurately determine the total area, type and condition of 

vegetation community to be cleared; and  

Irrelevant to 

MPS works 

as no 

clearing of 

vegetation 

required. 

B57a (iv) a procedure to review management methods where they are found to be 

ineffective. 

Section 4.4 

of the CEMP 

B7 With the exception of clearing necessary for the gas pipeline access 

corridor, and access road and utility corridor, on the site, the Proponent 

shall ensure that vegetation mapped as “Preferred Koala Habitat” in 

Figure 12 – Revised Koala Habitat Mapping in Ecological Assessment: 

Newcastle Gas Storage Facility Project (Ecobiological, May 2011), 

included as Appendix 7 to the EA, is not directly or indirectly affected in 

the carrying out of the project.  

Table B-7, 

Appendix B  

The Statement of Commitments relevant to this Flora and Fauna Management 

Sub Plan are presented in Table 1-3 below. 
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Table 1-3  Statement of Commitments 

SoC Commitment Sub Plan 

Reference 

Pre-Construction 

SoC 113 Allow an appropriate buffer distance for sediment and erosion control (to 

be determined when developing the CEMP) between any construction 

activity and remnant native vegetation, where practicable. In such 

situations, strict erosion controls will be implemented to prevent 

sediment-laden runoff entering the adjacent vegetation. 

Table B-1, 

Appendix B 

SoC 114 Ensure vehicle and equipment parking areas and stockpile areas are 

identified and sited to avoid areas containing ecological value. 

Table B-2, 

Appendix B 

SoC 115 Erect flagging tape to mark ‘no-go’ zones to ensure areas to be protected 

are clearly defined, identified and avoided. 

Tables B-1 

and B-7, 

Appendix B 

SoC 120 Trim vegetation where possible rather than removing it. Table B-1, 

Appendix B 

Construction 

SoC 124 Minimise the length of time that construction trenches remain open, 

particularly in areas where habitat for significant species has been 

identified nearby. 

Table B-1, 

Appendix B 

SoC 129 Monitor open sections of trenches daily or as required for trapped animals, 

such as small ground-dwelling mammals, particularly in areas where 

sensitive habitat has been identified. 

Table B-8, 

Appendix B 

AGL Ensure fauna ramps are regularly incorporated into open sections of 

trench to allow animals that have fallen into the trench to make their way 

out. 

Table B-1, 

Appendix B 

Section 5-1 

SoC 138 The CEMP will include management strategies to mitigate work-site 

lighting, dust and noise associated with the construction phase of the 

Project that could impact on native flora and fauna. 

Appendix B6 

and 

Appendix 

B11 to the 

CEMP 

Monitoring 

SoC 194 Monitor trenched sections daily for trapped animals such as reptiles and 

small ground-dwelling mammals, particularly in areas where sensitive 

habitats have been identified 

Table B-8, 

Appendix B 
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1.6. Responsibilities 

Key personnel responsible for implementation of the measures set out in this 

CHMP are: 

• Project Manager 

• Site Manager 

• Site Supervisor  

• SQE Advisor 

 

2. Identification and Assessment 

2.1. Existing Environment 

The MPS works are to be completed within the main NGSF site which will have 

been cleared and prepared by CB&I prior to handover to PowerServe Pty. Ltd and 

also within a cleared Ausgrid easement of width 30 metres that runs north for 

approximately 400 metres from the northern boundary of the main NGSF site. 

The boundaries of the development will be marked on site to constrain 

construction activities to within approved areas. 

Threatened species and ecological communities were recorded during the 

Ecological Assessment (Ecobiological 2011a) of the main NGSF project area and 

are set out below in order to provide an indication of the rich biodiversity in the 

area around where the MPS works will be taking place.   

The following threatened ecological communities (TECs) were mapped in the 

study area by Ecobiological (2011a) as part of the EA: 

• Freshwater Wetland Complex and Phragmites Rushland form part of the 

endangered ecological community Freshwater wetlands on coastal 

floodplains of the NSW North Coast, Sydney Basin and South East Corner 

bioregions. 

• Alluvial Tall Moist Forest forms part of the endangered ecological 

community River-Flat Eucalypt Forest on Coastal Floodplains of the New 

South Wales North Coast, Sydney Basin and South East Corner 

bioregions. 
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• Swamp Mahogany - Paperbark Swamp Forest forms part of the 

endangered ecological community Swamp sclerophyll forest on coastal 

floodplains of the NSW North Coast, Sydney Basin and South East Corner 

bioregions. 

• Saltmarsh forms part of the endangered ecological community Coastal 

Saltmarsh in the New South Wales North Coast, Sydney Basin and South 

East Corner Bioregions. 

One threatened flora and nine threatened fauna species were recorded during the 

surveys: 

 

Flora 

• Earp’s Gum (Eucalyptus parramattensis subsp. decadens) 

Insectivorous bats 

• Little Bentwing-bat (Miniopterus australis) 

• Eastern False Pipistrelle (Falsistrellus tasmaniensis) 

• Eastern Freetail-bat (Mormopterusnorfolkensis) 

• Southern Myotis (Myotis macropus) 

• Greater Broad-nosed Bat (Scoteanax rueppellii) 

Mammals 

• Koala (Phascolarctos cinereus)  

• Squirrel Glider (Petaurus norfolcensis) 

• New Holland Mouse (Pseudomys novaehollandiae) 

Birds 

• Little Lorikeet (Glossopsitta pusilla) 
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3. Consultation and Communication 

3.1. Stakeholder Consultation 

AGL consulted with the NSW Office of Environment and Heritage (OEH) and Port 

Stephens Council to review a similar version of this Sub Plan for the main NGSF 

site. 

Ongoing consultation with OEH and other relevant government agencies or 

stakeholders may also be undertaken should they raise specific concerns during 

the construction of the Project or as a result of subsequent revisions of this Plan. 

3.2. Training and Awareness 

All project personnel, subcontractors and consultants will receive training in both 

PowerServe Pty. Ltd and their own personal environmental obligations during the 

inductions and toolbox talks. From time-to-time staff may also attend specific 

training sessions where deemed necessary for their role. 

All project personnel will undergo a general project induction prior to 

commencing work on site. This will include a flora and fauna component to 

reinforce the important management issues and the measures that will be 

implemented to protect the identified flora and fauna and their habitat. Ongoing 

toolbox talks will highlight the specific environmental requirements and activities 

being undertaken at each worksite.  

Examples of topics that may be covered during project induction and toolboxes 

include: 

• Basic fauna rescue procedures; and 

• Weed identification and control. 
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4. Implementation of Controls 

4.1. Flora and Fauna Mitigation and Management 
Measures 

Project mitigation measures and responsibilities associated with flora and fauna 

management are outlined in Appendix B. These mitigation measures have been 

developed from the SoC, mitigation measures described in the EA and to ensure 

compliance with relevant CoA, legislation and best practice. 

Note that reference to “Ecobiological” in Appendix B refers to the following 

reports: 

• Ecobiological (2012).  Vegetation, Rehabilitation and Weed Management 

Sub Plan: Newcastle Gas Storage Facility Project Tomago, NSW.  Report 

prepared for AGL Energy Limited. 

• Ecobiological (2011a).  Ecological Assessment: Newcastle Gas Storage 

Facility Project Tomago, NSW.  Report prepared for Coffey Natural 

Systems Pty Ltd on behalf of AGL Energy Limited, May 2011. 

• Ecobiological (2011b).  Bush Fire Threat Assessment: Newcastle Gas 

Storage Facility Project, Old Punt Road, Tomago, NSW. Report prepared 

for AGL Energy Limited. 
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5. Monitoring and Review 

5.1. Monitoring, Inspection and Reporting 

CoA B54 requires that AGL establish a Compliance Tracking Programme. 

PowerServe Pty. Ltd is to provide any information requested by AGL for the 

purposes of compliance tracking and is to advise on such things as close out of 

action items identified in the Compliance Tracking Programme. 

Pursuant to CoA B55 AGL has engaged a suitably qualified and experienced 

Environmental Representative  independent of the design construction and 

operation personnel to amongst other things monitor the implementation of the 

CEMP (including sub plans).  Inspection by this Environmental Representative is 

included in Table 5-1 below. 

The trenches required for installation of subsurface cabling will have fauna ramps 

installed and whilst the trenches are open, there will be daily inspections carried 

out prior to work commencing each day to ensure there are no trapped fauna in 

the trenches. 

In addition to this there will be daily checks of the worksite to identify any actual 

or potential flora or fauna management concern.  This will include the auditing of 

construction work practices to ensure no adverse impact on flora and fauna and 

inspection of any exclusion fencing employed. 

The flora and fauna monitoring, inspection and reporting program is listed in 

Table 5-1 below. 

Table 5-1 Flora and Fauna Monitoring, Inspection and Reporting Program 

Activity Area Resources Responsibility Frequency Reported To 

ROUTINE MONITORING 

Monitoring of 

flora and fauna 

management 

issues 

All Flora and 

Fauna 

Inspection 

Checklist 

(Appendix C) 

Site Supervisor Daily/ 

Weekly/ as 

required 

Site Manager 

Monitoring of 

weed 

infestation 

Ausgrid 

easement 

Weed 

Management 

Procedure 

 

AGL As required Site Manager 
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Activity Area Resources Responsibility Frequency Reported To 

ROUTINE INSPECTIONS 

Daily 

Environmental 

Inspection 

All Site Diary Site Supervisor  Daily Site Manager  

Weekly 

Environmental 

Inspection 

All Weekly 

Environmental 

Inspection 

Checklist 

Site Supervisor  Weekly Site Manager  

Quarterly 

Internal Audits 

All CEMP/ Sub 

Plans 

SQE Advisor Quarterly 

Monthly 

Project Manager 

Quarterly 

External Audits 

All External Audit 

Checklist 

Environmental 

Representative 

Quarterly Project Manager 

AGL Audits All External Audit 

Checklist 

AGL Six Monthly 

or as 

determined 

by the 

auditor 

PowerServe Pty. 

Ltd / AGL 

REPORTING 

Monthly 

Environmental 

Reports 

All Weekly 

Environmental 

Checklist 

Site Supervisor Monthly Site Manager 

Six Monthly 

Compliance 

Tracking Report 

All Six Monthly 

Compliance 

Tracking Report 

Site Manager Six Monthly Project Manager 

/ AGL 

Six Monthly 

Performance 

Against Targets 

All Six Monthly 

Environmental 

Performance 

Report 

Project Manager Six Monthly AGL 

5.2. Auditing 

Quarterly internal audits for compliance against the CoA, SoC and other relevant 

licences and approvals will be undertaken (as shown in Table 5.1) and will include 

an audit of the worksite and subcontractors to assess compliance with this Plan.    

In addition, the Environmental Representative engaged by AGL is charged with 

monitoring the implementation of the CEMP (including sub plans) and will audit 

construction activities periodically (anticipated quarterly).  
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6. Incident Management 

All environmental incidents occurring on the Project will be managed by 

PowerServe Pty. Ltd as detailed in Section 5.4 of the CEMP. This includes 

notification, recording, reporting and response processes. 
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Figure 1 MPS Works 
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Figure 2  Koala Habitat Map 
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Table B-1 General Construction 

GENERAL CONSTRUCTION 

ID Management and Mitigation Measure Responsibility Inspection/ 

Timing 
Source  

1 Site Induction shall inform all site personnel about flora and fauna management 

measures and the designated work areas and access routes. 
Site Supervisor  Before 

construction 

Section 3.2 

2 Ensure all site personnel are made aware of the meaning of temporary fencing or other 

delineation methods (e.g. flagging tape or parawebbing) marking out “no-go areas” to 

construction staff and vehicles. 

Site Supervisor  During induction 

and tool box 

SoC 115 

3 Allow an appropriate buffer distance between any construction activity and remnant 

native vegetation, where practicable.  
Site Manager During 

construction 

SoC 113 

4 Ensure best practice sediment / erosion control measures are implemented to avoid any 

runoff from construction activities (including nutrients, contaminants and pollutants) 

entering adjoining native vegetation (for further detail refer to Surface Water 

Management Sub Plan). 

Site Manager During 

construction 

SoC 115 

5 Site-based vehicles and machinery will be required to carry spill kits. Site Manager At all times Appendix C 

6 All open trenches will have escape ramps installed and be checked daily for trapped 

animals, and those found will be removed, recorded and relocated to appropriate areas 

away from construction activities by qualified personnel. 

Site Supervisor Daily SoC 124 

7 Adopt appropriate measures to mitigate potential impacts from disturbance of acid 

sulphate soils (for more detail refer to the Acid Sulphate Soil Management Plan 

(Appendix B7 to the CEMP). 

All workers During 

construction 

Appendix C 

Appendix B7 

to CEMP 

8 A ‘carry-in, carry-out’ policy will be enforced regarding rubbish and waste materials 

generated on site to avoid waste materials (including cigarette butts) entering adjacent 

vegetation and waterways or attracting vermin to site. 

All workers At all times Good practice 

9 Trim vegetation where possible rather than removing it. Site Supervisor During 

construction 

SoC 120 
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Table B-2  Access 

ACCESS 

ID Management and Mitigation Measure Responsibility Inspection/ 

Timing 
Source  

1 All construction and maintenance activities shall be restricted to the designated 

construction footprint. Areas which are not part of the project construction footprint are 

considered ‘no go zones’ and must not be entered. 

All workers At all times Ecobiological 

2 Parawebbing or such other appropriate forms of delineation must be erected and 

maintained for the life of construction to clearly indicate “no go zones”. 

Site Supervisor During 

construction 

Ecobiological 

3 Impacts such as damage to vegetation from vehicles or machinery or trampling, death 

and injury to fauna from vehicle impact are possible.  All vehicles shall obey speed limits 

and remain on designated vehicle tracks and in designated work areas. 

All workers At all times SoC 114 

 

Table B-3  Public Access 

PUBLIC ACCESS 

ID Management and Mitigation Measure Responsibility Inspection/ 

Timing 
Source  

1 Restriction of public access and associated impacts from domestic pets, waste dumping 

and damage to adjoining vegetation must be enforced pre, during and post construction. 

All workers At all times Good practice 
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Table B-4  Feral Animals 

FERAL ANIMAL CONTROL 

ID Management and Mitigation Measure Responsibility Inspection/ 

Timing 
Source  

1 Liaison with OEH should be undertaken before undertaking any feral animal control. 

The proponent may also be required to cooperate with the ongoing baiting program 

conducted by OEH in areas surrounding wetlands at Hexham, Kooragang Island, 

Tomago and Fullerton Cove. 

SQE Advisor During 

construction 

Good practice 

 

Table B-5  Bush Fire 

BUSH FIRE MANAGEMENT 

ID Management and Mitigation Measure Responsibility Inspection/ 

Timing 

Source  

1 Clearing, ongoing maintenance and monitoring of recommended bushfire Asset 

Protection Zones must be conducted in accordance with Ecobiological (2011b) and the 

site Bushfire Management Plan. 

Site Manager At all times Appendix B9 

to the CEMP 

 

Table B-6  General Fauna Displacement Protocol 

GENERAL FAUNA DISPLACEMENT  PROTOCOL 

ID Management and Mitigation Measure Responsibility Inspection/ 

Timing 
Source  

1 Captured fauna and/or displaced fauna will be relocated to adjacent habitat and on-site 

retained habitats by an Ecologist. 

Ecologist At all times Ecobiological 
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GENERAL FAUNA DISPLACEMENT  PROTOCOL 

ID Management and Mitigation Measure Responsibility Inspection/ 

Timing 
Source  

2 All fauna are to be handled in such a way as to prevent injury to the animal or the 

handler. 

Ecologist At all times Ecobiological 

3 Once the animal is safely captured it should be relocated or caged in a hessian bag or 

box and released at an appropriate time of day. 

Ecologist At all times Ecobiological 

4 If any animal is injured during the construction process, a veterinarian should be 

contacted immediately for professional advice on the best course of action. The Native 

Animal Trust Fund should also be contacted. 

NATF number 0418 628 483 (0418-NATIVE)  and 

Raymond Terrace Veterinary Clinic 02 4987 1111 

Contact telephone numbers will be posted on the site office wall at all times during 

construction 

Ecologist/ 

Environmental 

Manager 

At all times Ecobiological 

5 If any animal is injured during other construction processes while the project ecologist is 

not present, they must be contacted immediately. 

SQE Advisor/ 

Foreman 

At all times Ecobiological 

 

Table B-7  Koala Protection Protocol 

KOALA PROTECTION PROTOCOL 

ID Management and Mitigation Measure Responsibility Inspection/ 

Timing 
Source  

1 Fence sensitive areas outside the construction footprint to delineate ‘no go’ zones; Site Supervisor Before and 

during 

construction 

SoC 115 

2 Active capture and relocation of Koala individuals shall only occur as a last resort and 

shall be conducted in accordance with the Port Stephens Comprehensive Koala Plan of 

Management and OEH requirements. 

Ecologist/ 

Environmental 

Manager  

At all times Ecobiological 
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KOALA PROTECTION PROTOCOL 

ID Management and Mitigation Measure Responsibility Inspection/ 

Timing 
Source  

 

3 Speed limits on traffic using access roads should be compatible with the Port Stephens 

CKPoM 2002; - less than 40km/h 
Site Supervisor  During 

construction 

Port Stephens 

CKPoM 2002 

4 Koala and Kangaroo traffic signs will be installed along the access route to alert workers 

of the presence of these species 
Site Supervisor  During 

construction 

Port Stephens 

CKPoM 2002 

5 Vegetation mapped as “Preferred Koala Habitat” in Figure 12 – Revised Koala Habitat 

Mapping in Ecological Assessment: Newcastle Gas Storage Facility Project (Ecobiological, 

May 2011), included as Appendix 7 to the EA, is not directly or indirectly affected in the 

carrying out of the project. 

Site Supervisor  During 

construction 

CoA B7 

 

Table B-8  Monitoring  

MONITORING 

ID Management and Mitigation Measure Responsibility Inspection/ 

Timing 
Source  

1 Check open trenches for trapped fauna and that fauna escape methods are provided. Leading hand During 

construction 

Daily 

SoC 129 

2 Check to ensure 'no-go' barriers remain in place and are effective at limiting vegetation 

damage outside of the development footprint.  Reinstate any barriers that need repair 

immediately. 

Site Supervisor Weekly AGL 
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Flora and Fauna Inspection Checklist 
Checklist to be completed daily during pre-clearing, clearing and construction. Actions must be implemented for all ‘no’ responses to rectify any non-compliance. 

Contractor: Date: 

Aspect Item Finding 

(Y/N) 

Comments/Actions 

All Contractors have completed the site induction program prior to carrying out any works   

Delineation/protection measures (e.g. flagging tape, fencing, signage) in place    

Inspect ‘no-go’ areas to ensure they are clearly marked prior to clearing activities   

Silt fencing in good condition   

All stockpiles protected through silt fencing   

Vehicle / equipment parking areas & stockpile areas identified / sited to avoid areas of ecological value   

Vehicles carrying spill kits, obeying speed limits and keeping to designated tracks and work areas   

Comply with CEMP re mitigation strategies to mitigate impacts of work-site lighting, dust suppression and 

noise on native flora and fauna 

  

Enforce ‘carry-in, carry-out’ policy regarding rubbish and waste materials generated on site to avoid 

waste materials entering adjacent vegetation and attracting vermin 

  

Appropriate measures taken to mitigate potential impacts from disturbance of acid sulphate soils   

General 

All vegetation beyond the project area should be clearly marked with temporary fencing, parawebbing to 

identify these as no-go areas. 

  

 Ensure fauna ramps are regularly incorporated into open sections of trench   

 Check open trenches daily for trapped animals, and engage qualified personnel to remove, record and 

relocate those found to appropriate areas away from construction activities.  

  

 
Reinstate logs and rocks, removed for pipeline construction, along the right of ways or relocate them to 

appropriate nearby habitats.  

  

Actions completed: 

Inspector Signature: …………………………………………… Date:…………………… 

Verified: 

Manager Signature: …………………………………………… Date:…………………… 

 


